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1 Introduction 

This Guide is for all managers wanting to become more effective in their role by 
being perceived as a leader as well as a manager. A leader is someone who has the 
skill of getting people to want to do what it is the leader wants them to do. It’s a 
learnable skill, not necessarily something you have to be born with.  

This process model lays it out by the numbers, telling you what these universal 
leadership factors are and what it looks like when you achieve them. If you follow the 
process, you will have created the right conditions for leadership to emerge.  

The model follows the tried and proven method employed in software engineering to 
produce consistently high-quality results. But the method is by no means restricted to 
that area. The principles can be applied in any area of work.  

1.1 Leadership personality factors 

After an extensive literature review the following set of leadership factors has been 
distilled. These are universal across cultures, being based in human nature rather 
than cultural. How they are expressed will be culturally determined, but the 
underlying factor remains the same.  

Create Shared Vision. Ability to perceive a guiding principle/idea that captures the 
imagination of members to create a shared vision and inspire them to realise that 
vision. An aspect of charisma. 

Communicate shared vision to create optimism. Ability to communicate this 
shared vision to create optimism in members. This communication can take many 
forms in day-to-day practice but conveys an expectation of high standards. An aspect 
of charisma. 

Display Integrity/good character. Ability to act with integrity and honesty, to act 
consistently over time in pursuit of the shared vision, regardless of set-backs. An 
aspect of charisma. 

Create Trust. Ability to generate and sustain trust. An aspect of charisma. 

Action-oriented. Inclined towards action, risk-taking, curiosity. 

Accepts responsibility. Accepts ultimate responsibility for events even if others 
appear blameworthy. Requires the courage to accept the truth/reality of a situation, 
even when it is unpleasant. 

Individualized consideration. Deep concern for the well-being of individual 
members. Provides mentoring. 

Original thinking.  Stimulates members to think in original ways, emphasizing the 
triumph of reason over irrationality, and challenging established ways of thinking. 

Resilience. Ability to maintain an enthusiasm for goal realisation, regardless of 
setbacks. 
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Conceptual ability. Ability to conceptualise abstractly in broad sense. In more 
narrow sense, has ability to understand technical issues at least at the conceptual 
level. 

Empathy. Ability to empathise, to see the world through member’s eyes. 

Judgement. Ability to exercise good judgement 

Self-worth & competence. Ability to make members feel valued, competent and 
effective in their role, so to avoid feelings of frustration, disillusionment, anger and 
betrayal.  

Rewards desirable performance. Team behavior that works towards realization of 
goal (shared vision) is rewarded.  

Management-by-exception (passive). The leader adopts a laissez-faire attitude 
until non-compliance of standards has occurred.  

1.2 Integrated team leadership factors 

Establish the project's work environment by creating an environment in which all 
virtual team members have access to and use (preferably broadband) two-way 
communications media. 

Establish the project’s shared vision by understanding and communicating to 
team members the mission, goals, expectations and constraints of the project in a 
way that creates a sense of common purpose and enthusiasm. 

Establish the integrated team structure by considering the nature and scope of the 
project to arrive at an appropriate team structure (for example based on the product 
work breakdown structure). The team structure should be dynamic, able to adapt to 
emergent circumstances. 

Allocate requirements to integrated teams by assigning requirements, 
responsibilities, tasks, and interfaces to teams in the integrated team structure. 

Establish integrated teams within the larger team structure (team leaders and 
members assigned, team charter established, resources allocated). 

Ensure collaboration among interfacing teams by creating an environment of 
collaboration, informed by the shared vision, facilitated by communications 
technology and brought together by the leader with the help of interface control 
working groups. 

Establish empowerment mechanisms that allow team leaders and members to 
recognise clear channels of responsibility and authority. These mechanisms shall 
avoid situations where people assume too much or too little authority and when it is 
unclear who is responsible for making decisions. 

Establish rules and guidelines for integrated teams by maintaining a clearly 
defined set of criteria for structuring and forming integrated teams. These operating 
rules and guidelines define how teams interact. 

Balance team and home organization responsibilities by having clear guidelines 
for how members can balance their team and home organization responsibilities. A 
‘home organization’ is the part of the organization to which team members are 
assigned when they are not on an integrated team. 
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1.3 Leadership in virtual environments 

Ability to devise suitably structured and resourced virtual teams to realise 
complex project outcomes. 
Ability to devise synchronous, richly textured communications media to 
enable virtual teams to communicate as if face-to-face.  
Previous point notwithstanding, ability to devise structures and routines that 
provides alternatives to and substitutes for face-to-face contact.  
Ability to devise suitable ways for virtual teams to operate in real-time (related 
to point 2 above) 
Ability to devise operating procedures that are conducive to stable 
relationships resulting in less-permeable team boundaries.  
Ability to devise ways of promoting stable team membership, particularly in 
relation to complex projects.  
Ability to devise clearly defined singular roles, particularly in relation to complex 
projects.  
Ability to devise proactive performance management functions AND be good at 
using technology to provide members with team development experiences. 
Ability to devise effective member self-regulation mechanisms AND be able to 
manage the greater difficulty of implementing these across multiple 
boundaries. 
Ability to devise critically important team development opportunities, 
particularly in relation to developing positive relationships in a complex project 
environment with a discrete life cycle. 
Ability to devise multiple roles for members in ways that avoid role ambiguity 
and conflict.  
Ability to devise ways of managing team members with multiple roles, 
particularly in relation to complex projects. 
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2 How to use this model 

The model is an abstract representation of reality. Using it is intuitive and 
adaptable to your own situation. But it is a model that can be applied to the broadest 
range of situations will by necessity be abstract in nature. It is an abstract 
representation of reality, not reality itself.  

Tells you what, you decide how. This might bother some readers who prefer to be 
told exactly how to go about doing something. But this prescriptive approach rarely 
works as a ‘one-size-fits-all’ solution. A better way is for you to apply the model in 
your particular case after being told what the purpose of the process is, what 
outcomes you should have when the process is fully performed, and be guided by 
clearly laid out informative material that fills in the detail and puts it into context. This 
approach recognises that you are the best person to decide how to go about things, 
the process model just tells you what you should be doing in a best-practice sense. 

Leadership is situationally expressed. Supporting the process model approach is 
the fact that despite thousands of research studies performed over decades, even 
centuries; no-one has yet come up with a definition of leadership that everyone can 
agree on. This is because leadership is expressed uniquely according to the 
circumstances in which it occurs. But beneath the world of appearances are the 
underlying essential factors that must be present for leadership to be expressed. 
That is what this model is, the essential underlying factors that you can use to guide 
your own efforts to manifest leadership in your own world in your own way.  

The essence of leadership. Do not believe people who say leadership is something 
you are born with and which cannot be learned. It is true that certain individuals are 
born with charisma and for whom leadership seems to come easily. Whether you are 
one of these people or not, the principles of leadership, once understood, can be 
applied in one’s own life to good effect.  What is required is the commitment to 
improving one’s practice, critically evaluating one’s own way of doing things and 
being prepared to change. Not always an easy thing to do, given that we tend to 
invest heavily in our established habits and dislike change because it threatens that 
investment.  
 

For reference purpose only, the following ISO standards were used in the development of this model: 

ISO/IEC 12207:2004, Information technology — Software life cycle processes 

ISO/IEC 15504-1:2004, Information technology — Process assessment — Part 1: Concepts and vocabulary 

ISO/IEC 15504-2:2003, Information technology — Process assessment — Part 2: Performing an assessment 
ISO/IEC 24774:2007 Software & systems engineering -- Life cycle management -- Guidelines for process description   
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2.1 How the model is structured 

Each process contains the following elements in the order shown: 

Identifier & Name – each process is uniquely described (eg. IND.1) and named (eg 
Vision) 

Process Purpose -- the underlying intention of the process (note, it does not 
prescribe how the purpose is to be achieved) 

Process Outcomes -- a list of activities that if performed will achieve the purpose 

Base Practices – the Outcomes expressed in behavioural terms (what you should 
do to the achieve the outcome) 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions – a list of inputs and outputs that achieve 
the outcomes, or put another way, that which is consumed and produced in the 
performance of the base practices. For each Outcome there are three Capability 
Levels (the higher the better). Most people will be at Level 1 (Performed), if they are 
doing it at all. The objective should be to advance to level 2 then 3, thus improving 
the overall quality of your performance on that outcome. 

• Capability Level 1: Performed.  Process is performed with some degree of 
competence, but without systematic planning. 

• Capability Level 2: Managed.  Process is managed, monitored against plan, 
resources allocated, QA performed.  

• Capability Level 3: Defined.  Documented, customisable description of how 
to achieve the desired outcome. 

Informative Notes – describe in plain language what each outcome means to help 
you understand not just the content but the spirit of the outcome. The Informative 
Notes also includes a more general discussion to assist further with understanding 
the process, followed by a section on how this process applies in the case of Virtual 
and/or Integrated Teams.  

2.2 Step 1: Commitment to implementing change 

Study the overall content and organisation of the model and develop a strong sense 
of determination that you will implement it and so transform yourself into a more 
effective leader than you currently are.  

The ordering of the processes is significant, and indicates a general sequence, 
though some flexibility is allowed. For example, an effective leader must first have a 
compelling vision of some desirable future state and have the ability to communicate 
this vision to people in a way that makes them want to be part of the effort to realise 
the vision. Objectives derive from the vision and so on.  

The Team leadership factors likewise express a sequence; as does the 
Organisational factors. You should get an understanding of the flow of activities for 
each group (IND, TEM, ORG).  

Individual Process Group (IND) 

IND.1 Vision 
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IND.2 Objective(s) 

IND.3 Integrity  

IND.4 Action-orientation 

IND.5 Intelligence  

IND.6 Individualized consideration  

IND.7 Management-by-exception  

Team Process Group (TEM) 

TEM.1 Team structure 

TEM.2 Team requirements 

TEM.3 Team recruitment 

TEM.4 Team environment 

TEM.5 Team formation 

TEM.6 Team roles  

TEM.7 Team rules  

TEM.8 Team authority 

TEM.9 Team performance management  

TEM.10 Team development  

Organisation Process Group (ORG) 

ORG.1 Team boundaries 

ORG.2 Team collaboration 

ORG.3 Team & home organization balance  

2.3 Step 2: Read each process carefully 

Set aside a 10- or 15-minute period to read, understand, and digest each process. 

Read each process carefully from start to finish, all the way to the end of the 
informative section.  

As you do this, the question ‘how would this best apply in my own case/project?’ 
should be uppermost in your mind. Make implementation notes in the column 
provided.  

For best results, do not rush. This is a self-reflective process which cannot be rushed 
if it is to succeed. You need to give yourself time to gradually change.  
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2.4 Step 3: Apply processes progressively 

After reading carefully through each process, taking the time to understand and make 
notes about how it might apply in your own case/project: 

Beginning with IND.1 Vision, focus intensely on each Base Practice and formulate in 
your mind a clearly understood way that you can see to perform this practice. See 
yourself doing it in your mind’s eye. 

Be very specific; do not gloss over a practice with the intention of coming back to it. 
Focus on each Practice in sequence in a methodical and disciplined way.  

Spend about a day working on each process. Doubtless there will be other matters to 
attend to during the day, but as an on-going activity, use that day to perform step 1 
(above) on a particular Process and its Base Practices. 

Accept that it will be three weeks or more before you reach the last process. Studies 
in Cognitive Psychology indicate that transformations in people’s habits/thinking take 
around two weeks or more to become firmly established.  

Cultivate the patience and the discipline to work through the process model in the 
way indicated here. Understand that this steady, incremental approach is an 
excellent way to bring about lasting change.  

2.5 Step 4: Fill in the gaps 

As you work through the processes and their associated outcomes, you will notice 
that some of them you are already doing, and some of them you are not doing: 

Use the model as a comprehensive guide. If you follow it, you have a reasonable 
assurance that you are not leaving anything important out.  

Those processes and outcomes that you are already doing might have room for 
improvement by adding or amending to the existing activities listed in the Work 
products / activities / conditions section of each process.  

The rest, those that you are not doing, should be where the focus of your effort lies. 
Work progressively to fill in these gaps. Remember, it is steady, incremental change 
that you should be aiming for, not radical change in a short period. The former is 
sustainable and on-going, the latter rarely lasts for long.  

2.6 Step 5: Reflect on progress & keep moving forward 

After applying the processes progressively over three weeks, the challenge is to keep 
the improvement momentum going in the face of distractions. There is the inevitable 
desire to think about and do other things, new things. After all, we have a built in 
mechanism that seeks to maintain the status quo in our lives. The longer you focus 
on something, the more likely it is you will be changed by it and at some level you 
may not want to change. Attempts the change the status quo are likely to be seen as 
a threat.  
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Cultivate a monitoring, self-reflective mind-set in which part of you is always noticing 
what the rest of you is doing and thinking. With this comes the awareness of the 
linkages between cause and effect from past to present. You understand that the 
circumstances in which you find yourself today are the result of your actions and 
decisions in the past, and not due to some external entity over which you have no 
control.  

This self-awareness is the foundation of self-improvement. By becoming more self-
aware you are engaging areas of the brain that are capable of higher rational 
thought, but which goes largely unused for much of the time in people operating on 
the level of instinct.  

It is no coincidence that the attributes of vision, persuasive communication, integrity, 
goal-orientation, action-orientation, creative thinking etc are all attributes of a self-
actualised person (after Maslow). You are learning to be a leader of yourself, and this 
is a prerequisite of leading others. 
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3.1 Individual Process Group (IND) 

3.1.1 IND.1 Vision 

Process ID IND.1 
Process Name: Vision 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the vision process is to create and communicate 
a shared vision in ways that inspires people to realise that 
vision. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the vision process: 
1) A vision of the goal(s) is created. 
2) The vision of the goal(s) is communicated to the team 
3) Commitment by team to the shared vision is gained 

Base Practices: IND.1.BP1: Create the vision. The leader envisions a desirable 
future condition [Outcome 1] 

 IND.1.BP2: Communicate the vision. The leader 
communicates the vision in a way that creates positive 
expectation in the team members [Outcome 2].  

 IND.1.BP3: Commitment to vision by team. The leader 
obtains commitment from the team members for the realisation 
of the vision, making it a shared vision [Outcome 3]. 

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
Outcome 1: Vision is created 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
 Vision is formulated through recognising the current pattern of 

trends and extrapolating on these to envisage where the world 
will be in 5 to 10 years. Being proactive, not reactive.  

 Vision is formulated through observation, reflection, and 
discussion with wide variety of stakeholders.  

 Vision is formulated through analysis of available intelligence in 
your field of interest.  

 Vision is formulated through attending conferences, seminars, 
and industry events. 

 Vision is formulated through being sharpening your intuitive 
understanding of the world, often the source of inspiration. 

 Vision is formulated through unorthodox thinking; deliberately 
thinking in unorthodox ways about problems and not being 
controlled by the need for approval.  

 Vision is formulated through seeking ideas that approach 
perfection, but which you do not expect will ever achieve 
absolute perfection. 

  
Business goals  Team Charter 
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 Objectives that must be achieved 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Customer requirements Project Plan 
 Requirements Specification 
 Project launch presentation 
 Planning session with senior management 
  
Outcome 1: Vision is created 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
 A creativity incubator; a place that is conducive to creativity. 
  
  
  
Outcome 1: Vision is created 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
 Description of how a creativity incubator can be created; what 

are the critical, underlying characteristics of such an incubator, 
how to create one for different projects.  

  
  
Outcome 2: Vision is communicated 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
 Has command of persuasive communication techniques; 

appeals to logic, reputation and/or emotion. 
 Uses channels other than direct speech; video, audio, social 

media.  
  
Briefings from Senior 
Management 

Vision statement is communicated 

 Roadmap (implementing vision statement)  
 Yearly kick-off  
Performance data Quarterly review  
Customer feedback Team briefing  
 Regular team meetings  
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Outcome 2: Vision is communicated 

Inputs Outputs 
Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed. 

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
 Knows how to systematically go about constructing a 

persuasive communication strategy; appeals to logic, reputation 
and/or emotion. 

  
  
New media Innovative and compelling method of communicating the vision 

(i.e. social media, YouTube, other new media) 
  
Outcome 2: Vision is communicated 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to get 
commitment to vision from team. 

 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 
managed) plus the following: 

  
 Description of how to construct a persuasive communication 

strategy; how to adapt to the demands of different situations. 
  
Outcome 3: Commitment to vision 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

 

  
 Give team members a compelling self-interested reason to want 

to be involved in the project. Tell them what will be in it for them, 
why should they make the effort. Appeal to both selfish and 
altruistic motives (i.e. you will be helping yourself, but also be 
part of something grand.  

  
  
Commitment by team to 
the shared vision is 
gained 

Vision statement is communicated by management  

 Team buy-in exercises 
 Project vision communicated at launch and subsequently 

reinforced  
  
Outcome 3: Commitment to vision 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed. 

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 
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Inputs Outputs 
 Have an established technique for obtaining commitment/buy-

in.  
  
Innovative methods for 
motivating 

Share options in new company 

 Create a sense of solidarity and united mission by defining a 
common enemy 

  
Outcome 3: Commitment to vision 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to get 
commitment to vision from team. 

 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 
managed) plus the following: 

  
 Have an defined and customisable technique for obtaining 

commitment/buy-in. 
  

Informative Notes 

The shared vision is a clear and unambiguous expression of an envisioned future. It 
is the basis for a common understanding among stakeholders of the aspirations and 
governing ideals of the team in the context of that desired outcome.  Conditional on 
being effectively communicated by the leader to the team, the shared vision grounds 
the team’s governing ideas and principles and allows for appropriate objectives to be 
derived. 

Highly effective groups are often convinced they are engaged in important work, 
sometimes nothing short of being on a ‘mission from God’. The work becomes an 
abiding obsession, a quest that goes well beyond mere employment. This intensely 
shared vision and sense of purpose endows cohesion and persistence. 

Creating and communicating a compelling vision of the future is an aspect of 
charisma; inspirational motivation, optimism, individualized consideration and 
contingent reward all appear to optimise team performance by creative a positive 
affective climate. 

In summary when promulgating a shared vision, the following factors should be 
considered: 

1. the project’s objectives 

2. the conditions and outcomes the project will create 

3. interfaces the project needs to maintain 

4. the visions created by interfacing groups 

5. the constraints imposed by outside authorities (e.g., environmental 
regulations)  

project operation while working to achieve its objectives (both principles and 
behaviours) 
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Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

In virtual environments the means by which the leader communicates the vision is of 
critical importance. Ideally, the virtual team should be brought to a single location for 
a team launch and team building exercise. Next best is high definition video-
conferencing in conjunction with other channels of communication such as group-
ware and email. 

In integrated team environments, the complexity of the overall project team is likely to 
present practical difficulties in the means by which the leader’s vision can be 
effectively communicated. As with virtual teams, the most effective method until fully 
immersive virtual environments are available is to bring everyone together at a 
project launch. Team bonding activities can and should be organised at the launch. If 
such an event is not practical, then effective use of the available communications 
technology must be made.  
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3.1.2 IND.2 Objectives 

Process ID IND.2 
Process Name: Objectives 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the objectives process is create and 
communicate objective(s) based on the vision and derived 
goals. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the objectives 
process: 
1) Practical objective(s) for goal(s) achievement are 

developed. 
2) Positive expectation for achieving objective(s) is 

encouraged. 
Base Practices: IND.2.BP1: Develop objectives. The leader derives a set of 

practically worded objectives from the shared vision and 
subsequent goals that give the team a concrete set of outcomes 
to achieve. [Outcome 1] 

 IND.2.BP2: Encourage positive expectation. The leader 
generates an optimistic mind-set and outlook in the team 
towards the achievement of the objectives [Outcome 2] 

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
Outcome 1: Practical objectives developed 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Vision statement  Goals  
 Objectives 
 Roadmap 
Project plan  Goals  
 Objectives 
 Budget  
 Schedule  
  
  
Outcome 1: Practical objectives developed 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
 Produce video for internal distribution 
 TV / Radio Interview for public distribution  
 Corrective action criteria & plan  
 Risk management criteria & plan 
 Data management criteria & plan 
 Project resources planning 
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 Knowledge & skills planning 
 Stakeholder involvement planning 

Inputs Outputs 
 Obtain commitment to plan 
  
  
Outcome 1: Practical objectives developed 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
 A defined and customisable way of establishing a workable set 

of project objectives.  
  
Outcome 2: Positive expectation of objectives 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Project launch Positive expectation re vision  
Team briefing Commitment to vision 
Yearly kick-off Positive expectation re vision  
Quarterly review Commitment to vision 
  
  
Outcome 2: Positive expectation of objectives 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
 Innovative methods for launch 
 Innovative methods for getting commitment 
  
  
  
Outcome 2: Positive expectation of objectives 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
 A defined and customisable way to engender positive 

expectation and commitment to achieving the objectives.  
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Informative Notes 

Once the leader has developed a compelling vision of what is to be accomplished, 
and managed to communicate it in a way that generates enthusiasm and 
commitment by the team, the leader, in consultation with team members if practical, 
develops a set of practically-worded objective(s) of what is to be achieved. 

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

In virtual and integrated team environments the consultation process may be more 
difficult but is nonetheless important. The leader needs to get team member buy-in, 
or commitment, to the objectives, and this requires canvassing widely the views and 
attitudes of the team. The objectives must then be framed in a way that is consistent 
with those attitudes. The objectives are then fed back to the team. The team should 
recognise something of their input in what they receive.  

Unquestioning obedience to orders coming down the chain of command is a 
necessity in the military, but is unlikely to work in a non-military environment, 
particularly where knowledge workers are concerned. Knowledge workers usually 
value themselves highly, often knowing more than the leader about their particular 
job. They require careful handling with an attitude of respect.  

In virtual environments where the leader’s presence is diminished, a good strategy is 
to lead by subtle influence -- allowing team members to exercise their sense of self-
government, gaining influence by allowing them to feel influential.  
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3.1.3 IND.3 Integrity 

Process ID IND.3 
Process Name: Integrity 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the integrity process is to consistently act with 
integrity and competence over time in pursuit of the vision. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the integrity process: 
1) Integrity is consistently practiced. 
2) Competence is consistently exhibited. 

Base Practices: IND.3.BP1: Practice integrity. The leader consistently displays 
integrity, characterised by openness to truth, trustworthiness, 
and adherence to principle [Outcome 1] 

 IND.3.BP2: Behave competently. The leader consistently 
manifests competence, characterised by technical and 
interpersonal skills, and advanced conceptual and reasoning 
skills. [Outcome 2] 

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Integrity is practiced & evident 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Trust in the leader Team demonstrates faith in leader  
 Team defends leader against criticism  
Consistently honest 
behaviour 

Leader is trusted inside and outside of the team 

Is principled in situations 
where the ‘easy way’ is 
tempting  

Leader is consistent, team can predict leader’s action / reaction 
in given situation  

 Does not cut corners  
 Considers the best interests of the team 
  
  
Outcome 1: Integrity is practiced & evident 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 1: Integrity is practiced & evident 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
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Inputs Outputs 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 2: Competence is practiced & evident 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Skilled at interpersonal 
communication  

Team is kept unified and functional through leaders competent 
communication efforts 

 Leader shows empathy in understanding team member’s 
situation 

Understanding of 
technical issues  

Competent technical leadership 

Ability to abstractly 
conceptualise solutions 
(particularly technical, 
but also political) to 
problems/challenges  

Appropriate solutions to technical and political challenges are 
imagined then implemented by leader  

Ability to think logically  Rationale solutions are devised based on a rational chain of 
reasons 

  
  
Outcome 2: Competence is practiced & evident 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
 Innovative use of technology 
 Extends industry knowledge of technical issues, particularly 

those related to solving important problems 
  
Outcome 2: Competence is practiced & evident 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
  

Informative Notes 

Principle-centred leadership creates a climate in which team members can rely on a 
leader to act according to guiding principle rather than exigent circumstances. 
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Involves doing the ‘right thing’ all of the time, even when it is easier not to under the 
circumstances.  

Such a leader leads by example, leads by having an open, enlightened mind, leads 
by remaining true to him/herself. Such a person is a natural leader, one who is 
respected and whose example is followed. The antithesis is the tyrant who is closed-
minded and who uses force to make people cooperate. 

Such a leader acts from a sense of oneness with those being led. This sense of 
oneness is cultivated in a general sense by learning to recognise the 
interdependence and connectedness of the group members. 

Such a leader avoids using unnecessary force to achieve ends, understanding that to 
do so create a new set of problems. 

Self-worth is encouraged when the leader minimises the perceived distance between 
their sense of their own position and the position of those they lead. By identifying 
with the group members the leader can better understand the psychological needs of 
the members, and so their decisions are more aligned with those needs. By 
extension, an effective leader might go so far as to practice humility as a way of 
engendering the trust and respect of the group members. The interests of the 
members are naturally promoted because they are the interests of the leader as well. 
Therefore, effective leaders win the confidence of group members because the 
members sense the leader’s identification with them. 

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

In virtual environments a leader’s perceived integrity serves as a guiding and unifying 
influence to team members. Consistent integrity becomes something akin to a 
presence in the mind of the team member, giving them a degree of certainty and 
helping to overcome the self-doubt that is sometimes inherent in an isolated work 
context. 

In complex teams where members do not regularly encounter the leader, a similar 
benefit is observed. Integrity is defined in general as being whole and complete, with 
nothing missing. A leader who displays integrity is the embodiment of principled 
behaviour; someone who can be relied upon to act in a principled way regardless of 
circumstance.  

Integrity therefore calls for a high degree of moral courage, since from social 
psychology we know that people generally act according to who they are with rather 
than on principle, particularly if doing so will make them unpopular.   
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3.1.4 IND.4 Action-orientation 

Process ID IND.4 
Process Name: Action-orientation 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the action-orientation process is to be inclined 
towards action and resilience. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the action-
orientation process: 
1) Objective-achieving behaviour is decisively pursued. 
2) Objective-frustrating events are met with resilience. 
3) Viability of continuing pursuit of current objective(s) is 

evaluated. 
Base Practices: IND.4.BP1: Pursue objective-achieving behaviour. The 

leader consistently displays the ability to think and act decisively 
in pursuit of objective(s) [Outcome 1]. 

 IND.4.BP2: Resilient when objectives are frustrated. When 
progress is frustrated the leader consistently displays a 
willingness to try again until success is achieved [Outcome 2]. 

 IND.4.BP3: Evaluate on-going viability of objectives. The 
leader rationally evaluates whether continued pursuit of current 
objectives is advisable or needs revision [Outcome 3]. 

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Objective-achieving behaviour pursued 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Clear understanding of 
objectives  

Leader pursues objective-achieving course(s) of action  

Ability to be decisive Having carefully considered the appropriate course of action, 
the leader acts decisively even when to do so involves some 
considerable effort and/or cost 

  
  
Outcome 1: Objective-achieving behaviour pursued 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 1: Objective-achieving behaviour pursued 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
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Inputs Outputs 
  
  
Outcome 2: Resilient in face of frustration 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Objective-frustrating 
events 

Leader is resilient in pursuit of objectives 

 Goal frustrating events do not stop the leader’s progress 
towards goal achievement. 

  
Outcome 2: Resilient in face of frustration 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Resilient in face of frustration 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 3: Viability of current direction evaluated 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Changing environment 
and/or priorities 

Leader is prepared to abandon a course of action once it 
becomes clear that it should be (is not influenced by amount of 
effort and resources already invested) 

  
  
Outcome 3: Viability of current direction evaluated 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 3: Viability of current direction evaluated 

Inputs Outputs 
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Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
  

Informative Notes 

Action-oriented leaders can overcome the inertia and disincentives that reside in 
situations that others might succumb to. Action-orientation is particularly relevant in 
goal-frustrating situations when others might be tempted to give up.  

Action-oriented implies acting when necessary and refraining from action when none 
is required – the ‘leave well-enough alone’ principle. In this way, a leader creates 
confidence in the group by being calm and in control. 

Leaders are more likely to develop resilience when their guiding vision (that they 
have communicated effectively to the group) is sufficiently strong to supersede the 
alternative situation that has been imposed on them, and which threatens the 
realization of the goal. It is having the integrity of character to remain true to the 
original goal in the face of adversity. 

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

In virtual environments individual team members must be encouraged to be pro-
active in pursuit of objectives and in the face of frustrating events. The leader can 
facilitate this by recruiting people with these tendencies in the first place, but also by 
running periodic exercises in which team members are given a problem with an 
appropriate scope to solve. 

In integrated environments, complexity may lead to indecision and paralysis among 
team members. The same qualities as with virtual teams are desirable, particularly 
where an integrated team member is required to act with minimal supervision.  
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3.1.5 IND.5 Intelligence 

Process ID IND.5 
Process Name: Intelligence 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the intelligence process is to apply appropriate 
cognitive resources in the achievement of goals. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the intelligence 
process: 
1) Original thinking in team-members is facilitated. 
2) Situations are realistically understood. 
3) Cause(s) of objective-achieving outcomes are generated. 

Base Practices: IND.5.BP1: Facilitate original thinking. The leader 
encourages a high-level of original thinking in the team, 
enabling new solutions to problems to be developed, 
unbounded by orthodoxy. [Outcome 1] 

 IND.5.BP2: Understand situations realistically. The leader 
displays a realistic understanding of situations, which enables 
objective-achieving action to be taken [Outcome 2]. 

 IND.5.BP3: Create objective-achieving causes. The leader 
takes responsibility for outcomes by consciously generating the 
circumstances or causes that lead to the events and outcomes 
that support objective(s) achievement (i.e. generating the right 
conditions for objectives to be achieved) [Outcome 3]. 

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1:  

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team environment and 
climate in which original 
thinking is encouraged 
and rewarded  

Team members actively pursue original ideas that respond 
directly to the real challenges of the moment (not automatically 
a repetition of an orthodox solution)  

  
Outcome 1: Original thinking is rewarded 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
  
  
Outcome 1: Original thinking is rewarded 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  

Inputs Outputs 
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Outcome 1: Original thinking is rewarded 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 2: Situations realistically evaluated 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Rational, clear thinking 
evaluation of situations 

Leader perceives the most appropriate course of action in 
pursuit of objectives 

  
  
Outcome 2: Situations realistically evaluated 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Situations realistically evaluated 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 3: Correct cause for desired effect 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
The need to achieve 
certain 
outcomes/objectives 

Leader consciously engineers’ events that will have objective-
achieving effects 

 Leader takes responsibility for project events, recognising that 
he/she is ultimately responsible 

 Leader avoids playing the blame-game, even when there is 
some justification. 

  
  
Outcome 3: Correct cause for desired effect 

Inputs Outputs 
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Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 3: Correct cause for desired effect 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
  

Informative Notes 

Abstract conceptualization is an aspect of intelligence that allows a leader to mentally 
manipulate abstractions in problem-solving, efficiency-enhancing ways. This is 
related to the ability to create a unifying vision for the project, which can be seen as a 
higher level abstract conceptualization skill. The skill being discussed in this process 
relates more to how to make it happen.  

Without necessarily dispensing with the benefits of accumulated experience and 
lessons learned, creative, unorthodox thinking can lead to solutions that elude 
conventional thinking. Persistent problems often require new ways of thinking. 
Original thinkers are not so influenced by the opinions of those that say, ‘it cannot be 
done’, they are more likely to think ‘we haven’t thought of a solution yet’. It is to be 
free from the restraints of tradition - the ‘wisdom of the ages’ that can sometimes be 
a straitjacket for the mind. A leader who brings this approach to leadership allows the 
team to function naturally, in proper response to the conditions in which it finds itself. 
A tradition-bound leader will base his decisions on precedent ‘what did my 
predecessors do in this situation’. These prefabricated responses lack insight and run 
a high risk of not being appropriate for the situation at hand. 

Good judgment is a fundamental ability that informs almost all a leader’s activities. It 
is the foundation of appropriate action. Good judgment is conditional upon a rational, 
objective mind-set in which people, objects and events are viewed realistically for 
what they are in any set of circumstances, rather than relying on stereotypes and 
prescribed understandings to guide action. 

Accepting responsibility requires the courage to accept the truth/reality of a situation, 
even when it is unpleasant. Effective leaders accept that the circumstances in which 
they find themselves are largely the result of their own previous actions. They do not 
blame others. They are able to see the linkages between cause and effect, how their 
behaviour affects corporate vision and how their leadership can affect the profitability 
of the organisation. Effective leaders are proactive, rather than reactive, taking the 
initiative to improve matters. 

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 
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In virtual and integrated environments ways must be found to encourage innovative 
thinking among team members who are not able to bounce ideas off each other in 
the same physical space. To the extent allowable by the available ICT and 
groupware, brainstorming sessions are an effective way to foster innovative thinking, 
as well as creating an environment in which free-thinking is encouraged. The leader 
should reward and be seen to be rewarding examples of innovative thinking that is 
directed towards the achievement of objectives.  

In integrated environments the issue may be one of coordinating meetings of the 
extended team at a convenient time and place, whether in a co-located or virtual 
sense. 
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3.1.6 IND.6 Individualised consideration 

Process ID IND.6 
Process Name: Individualised consideration 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the individualized consideration process is to 
convey to team-members their value as individuals. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the individualised 
consideration process: 
1) Individual team-members are valued 
2) Individual team-members are unified into team 
3) Empathy towards individual team-members is practiced 
4) Objective-achieving team behaviour is rewarded 

Base Practices: IND.6.BP1: Value the individual. The leader manifests an 
understanding of team-members within a mind-set of respect, 
leading to a valuing of the member as an individual [Outcome 1] 

 IND.6.BP2: Individuals unified into team. The leader 
engenders a sense of unity (or unified mind) in the team 
[Outcome 2]. 

 IND.6.BP3: Empathy for individuals. The leader empathises 
with team members to understand their individual experiences 
and situation [Outcome 3].  

 IND.6.BP4: Reward object-achieving behaviour. The leader 
encourages individual goal-achieving behaviour by positive 
reinforcement. Negative reinforcement is avoided unless 
necessary. Absence of positive reinforcement functions in place 
of negative [Outcome 4]. 

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Individuals valued as whole people 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team is a 
heterogeneous group 

Team members are known to the leader as valued individuals 

 Team members do not feel themselves to be mere units of 
production  

  
  
Outcome 1: Individuals valued as whole people 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 1: Individuals valued as whole people 

Inputs Outputs 
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Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 2: Individuals unified into functional team 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Group is not yet a team 
(no unified mind-set) 

Leader takes action to engender a team mind-set with a unified 
sense of purpose 

  
  
Outcome 2: Individuals unified into functional team 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Individuals unified into functional team 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 3: Empathy is practiced 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team members are an 
unknown 

Leader uses empathy to understand the individual team 
members 

  
  
Outcome 3: Empathy is practiced 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  

Inputs Outputs 
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Outcome 3: Empathy is practiced 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 4: Objective-achieving behaviour rewarded 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
No reward structure 
exists yet 

Leader establishes the practice of positive reinforcement for 
desirable team behaviour, and absence of positive 
reinforcement for undesirable behaviour. Negative 
reinforcement reserved for extremely undesirable behaviour 

  
  
Outcome 4: Objective-achieving behaviour rewarded 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 4: Objective-achieving behaviour rewarded 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  

Informative Notes 

Team members recognize that the leaders to some extent know them as an 
individual. The antithesis of this is a team member who feels that the leader regards 
them as mere units of production, expendable.  

An aspect of original thinking is the ability to recognize the individual talents of team 
members and unite them into a single enterprise. 

Empathy is distinct from sympathy. Sympathy involves becoming emotionally 
attached to people and outcomes, whereas empathy is dispassionate, non-
judgmental. An analogy from the medical domain is that of a doctor using empathy to 
accurately understand a patient’s condition/situation. The doctor cannot sympathise 
with the patient, unless they are to risk becoming overwhelmed by the suffering they 
encounter in the course of a day.  
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In behavioural psychology terms, rewarding desirable performance implies positive 
reinforcement for desirable behaviour. A common mistake is to take desirable 
performance for granted, effectively ignoring it, while taking action to punish when 
undesirable performance occurs. While necessary to do the latter on occasion, it 
must be remembered that the leader’s attention is a reward and adopting a reward 
for desirable performance approach shows significant benefits. 

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

In virtual environments the means by which a leader communicates his/her 
individualised consideration is the critical issue. If the number of members makes it 
practical, a one-to-one private conversation every now and then in which the leader 
gets to know the team member as a whole person can be useful.  

If the virtual team member is a self-motivated, well-organised knowledge worker who 
delivers results not excuses, the frequency of these bonding sessions need not be 
great. In the event that a team member is experiencing a crisis, the leader may offer 
support. A chronically crisis-stricken team-member who continually makes excuses 
for not meeting deadlines may not have a future as a virtual worker. 
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3.1.7 IND.7 Management-by-exception 

Process ID IND.7 
Process Name: Management-by-exception 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the management-by-exception process is to 
empower team-members to act independently until and unless 
non-compliance of standards has occurred.  

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the management-by-
exception process: 
1) Independent team behaviour that is objective-achieving is 

encouraged 
2) Non-objective-achieving team behaviour is corrected 

Base Practices: IND.7.BP1: Encourage independent, objective-achieving 
behaviour. When the team is doing their job the leader leaves 
them alone (i.e. the leader avoids the impression of being a 
‘micro-manager’) [Outcome 1]. 

 IND.7.BP2: Correct non-objective-achieving behaviour. The 
leader takes action to correct the behaviour of team members 
when they engage in non-objective-achieving behaviour.  
[Outcome 2]. 

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Reward independence 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team members 
pursuing their tasks 
without active 
supervision group 

Having created clear objectives and recruited self-motivated 
competent people, the leader allows them to pursue the project 
objectives without micro-management group  

  
  
Outcome 1: Reward independence 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 1: Reward independence 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
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Outcome 2: Discourage tangential behaviour 

Inputs Outputs 
Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team member is off-
track and/or 
unproductive 

Leader re-establishes objective-achieving behaviour in team 
member 

  
  
Outcome 2: Discourage tangential behaviour 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Discourage tangential behaviour 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  

Informative Notes 

The ‘reward desirable performance’ process notwithstanding, under some 
circumstances, it is appropriate to operate on a management by exception basis. 
This empowered approach is appropriate when a member is expected to act 
independently, with a degree of autonomy. The member might be a sub-contractor 
who maintains a professional approach to his/her work and can be relied upon to 
perform professionally and to a high standard. 

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

In virtual environments management by exception is often the default condition. 
Virtual team members are chosen and retained for their ability to get the job done 
without micro-management. The challenge for the leader is to get the balance right; 
not too much and not too little supervisory presence in the lives of their virtual 
workers 
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3.2 Team Process Group (TEM) 

3.2.1  TEM.1 Team structure 

Process ID TEM.1 
Process Name: Team structure 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the team structure process is to create a flexible, 
goal-oriented team structure. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the team structure 
process: 
1) Objective-aligned team structure is established. 
2) Adaptable team structure is established. 

Base Practices: TEM.1.BP1: Establish objective-aligned team structure. The 
leader establishes a team structure that is broadly consistent 
with the project’s objectives and requirements [Outcome 1] 

 TEM.1.BP2: Establish an adaptable team structure. The 
leader establishes a structure that is able to dynamically adapt 
to changeable conditions (i.e. cost, schedule, risk, resource 
projections, business processes, the project’s defined process, 
and organizational guidelines) [Outcome 2] 

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Align team structure with objectives 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team structure not yet 
determined  

Leader develops a structure in keeping with project objectives  

  
  
Outcome 1: Align team structure with objectives 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 1: Align team structure with objectives 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  

Inputs Outputs 
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Outcome 2: Team structure is adaptable 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Changeable 
circumstances put 
pressure on structure 

Leader develops team structure with capability to adapt to 
changing conditions  

  
  
Outcome 2: Team structure is adaptable 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Team structure is adaptable 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  

Informative Notes 

Factors influencing appropriate team structure include product requirements, cost, 
schedule, risk, resource projections, business processes, the project’s defined 
process, and organizational guidelines. These are evaluated to establish the basis for 
defining teams and their responsibilities, authorities, and interrelationships. 

The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and derived product-oriented hierarchy may 
provide an appropriate team structure. More complex structuring occurs when the 
WBS is not product-oriented, product risks are not uniform, and resources are 
constrained. 

The team structure is a dynamic entity that is adjusted to changes in people, 
requirements, and the nature of tasks, and to tackle many difficulties. The team 
structure should be continuously monitored to detect malfunctions, mismanaged 
interfaces, and mismatches of the work to the staff. 

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

In virtual and integrated environments there must be sufficient flexibility to add or 
subtract team members from the virtual project team, as required. Such a team 
structure should be flexible enough to accommodate change, including changes to 
team numbers. Virtual teams staffed by external contractors offer the greatest degree 
of flexibility.  
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3.2.2 TEM.2 Team requirements 

Process ID TEM.2 
Process Name: Team requirements 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the team requirements process is to allocate 
project requirements to teams. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the team 
requirements process: 
1) Team structure is verified. 
2) Team sponsor(s) are appointed (Integrated) 

Base Practices: TEM.2.BP1: Verify team structure. The leader verifies the 
team structure by allocating the project requirements before 
team members are recruited to verify that the team structure is 
appropriate to objectives. [Outcome 1] 

 TEM.2.BP2: In integrated environments, team sponsors 
appointed. In integrated team environments the leader 
delegates to suitable team sponsor(s) the task of recruiting team 
members for each of the individual teams within the larger 
integrated team. [Outcome 2] 

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Team structure is verified 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Project requirements not 
allocated  

Leader allocates requirements to verify that the structure is 
workable 

 Allocation of requirements is appropriate for the achievement of 
objectives  

  
  
Outcome 1: Team structure is verified 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 1: Team structure is verified 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
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Inputs Outputs 
Outcome 2: Team sponsors appointed 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Complex team structure Leader delegates to sponsors the task of recruiting suitable 

team leaders 
  
  
Outcome 2: Team sponsors appointed 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Team sponsors appointed 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  

Informative Notes 

This allocation of requirements to teams is done before any teams are formed to 
verify that the team structure is workable and covers all the necessary requirements, 
responsibilities, authorities, tasks, and interfaces. Once the structure is confirmed, 
team sponsors are chosen to establish (recruit) the individual teams in the structure. 

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

In integrated team environments it may be necessary to appoint team sponsors are 
chosen to establish (recruit) the individual teams in the structure. 
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3.2.3  TEM.3 Team recruitment 

Process ID TEM.3 
Process Name: Team recruitment 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the team recruitment process is to recruit 
persons with skills appropriate to the achievement of project 
goals. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the team recruitment 
process: 
1) Team members with appropriate skills are recruited. 
2) Virtual team members with appropriate skills are recruited 

(Virtual) 
3) Team leaders consistent with requirements are appointed 

(Integrated) 
Base Practices: TEM.3.BP1: Recruit team members. The leader recruits team 

members with the requisite skills for the project under 
consideration. Where the project is complex, a more diverse set 
of team-member skills will be needed. [Outcome 1] 

 TEM.3.BP2: In virtual environments recruit team members. 
The leader of the virtual team recruits team members with 
specific personality traits known to function optimally in such 
environments. [Outcome 2] 

 TEM.3.BP3: In integrated environments, team leaders are 
recruited. In integrated environments the leader delegates to 
team sponsor(s) the task of recruiting/appointing suitable team-
leaders whose capabilities are consistent with the project 
requirements. [Outcome 3] 

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Recruit members with right skills 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team structure and 
requirements exists, no 
staff yet  

Leader uses the team structure and allocated requirements to 
determine who should be recruited  

 Diverse skill sets needed for complex projects 
  
  
Outcome 1: Recruit members with right skills 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 1: Recruit members with right skills 
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Inputs Outputs 
Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 2: Recruit virtual members with right skills 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Virtual team Recruit team members with personality traits known to function 

well in virtual environments  
  
  
Outcome 2: Recruit virtual members with right skills 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Recruit virtual members with right skills 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 3: Team leaders appointed 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Integrated team Leader delegates to team sponsors the task of recruiting 

suitably qualified members 
  
  
Outcome 3: Team leaders appointed 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 
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Outcome 3: Team leaders appointed 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  

Informative Notes 

Geographically dispersed, complex and/or co-located teams will normally require a 
broad base of potential expertise to be drawn upon when assembling a team. This is 
particularly true when the task to be performed is a complex one.  

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

Where possible in virtual environments select team members who demonstrate 
strong loyalty to the organisation (how long have they been employed, are there 
reasons to not change jobs) and a demonstrated commitment to the vision, goals and 
objectives of the organisation (ask them what their ideal org would look like).  

Virtual team members should be reliable, self-disciplined, adaptable, resourceful, 
well-organised with advanced problem-solving skills, able to take the initiative, 
effective at communicating electronically, is able to stay on task and deliver results 
(not excuses). Virtual workers should have confidence in their abilities, since working 
alone self-doubt can be a problem. They should be good communicators. The best 
predictor of future success is often past success. 

Desirable in virtual team members is a good sense of humour, since this is an 
indicator of a person who is slow to anger and therefore better able to deal 
constructively with the frustrations of the virtual workplace. 

Virtual team members can be engaged on the basis of outcomes where said 
members are external contractors. The terms of engagement are that certain 
specified outcomes/work products shall be delivered by a certain date for an agreed 
payment. Further engagement may be on-going subject to satisfactory performance.  
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3.2.4 TEM.4 Team environment 

Process ID TEM.4 
Process Name: Team environment 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the team environment process is to establish the 
project's work environment. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the team 
environment process: 
1) Appropriate infrastructure is provided. 
2) On-demand, synchronous, hi-resolution communications 

media is provided (Virtual and/or Integrated). 
3) On-demand, synchronous, hi-resolution communications 

media is used (Virtual and/or Integrated). 
Base Practices: TEM.4.BP1: Provide appropriate infrastructure. The leader 

facilitates the provision of a team environment to include all 
required physical infrastructure and supporting facilities; from 
office space to computer and photocopiers (etc). [Outcome 1] 

 TEM.4.BP2: In virtual and/or integrated environments, on-
demand, synchronous hi-res communications media is 
provided. Team-members should if possible, have ready 
access to hi-resolution videoconferencing facilities that are 
sufficiently richly-textured that participants are able to see the 
nuances of non-verbal communication in the remote 
participants. The audio must be high-fidelity enough to hear the 
nuances of verbal communication. [Outcome 2] 

 TEM.4.BP3 In virtual and/or integrated environments, on-
demand, synchronous hi-res communications media is 
used. Team-members in virtual integrated environments are in 
no doubt that these facilities are available and should be used 
frequently or at least as often as necessary to maintain a level of 
contact roughly equivalent to co-located teams who interact 
face-to-face when required. [Outcome 3] 

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Appropriate infrastructure established 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
A defined scope of work 
exists but no 
infrastructure yet  

Leader makes (or delegates) the arrangements for the provision 
of the required range of team infrastructure.  

  
  
Outcome 1: Appropriate infrastructure established 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 
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Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Appropriate infrastructure established 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 2: Provide hi-res video-con (Virtual Teams) 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Virtual and/or integrated 
team 

Leader makes (or delegates) provision of hi-resolution 
videoconferencing facilities  

  
  
Outcome 2: Provide hi-res video-con (Virtual Teams) 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Provide hi-res video-con (Virtual Teams) 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 3: Use video-con for Virtual Teams 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Virtual and/or integrated 
team 

Leader (or delegates) ensures the use of hi-resolution 
videoconferencing facilities 

  
  
Outcome 3: Use video-con for Virtual Teams 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

Inputs Outputs 
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 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 3: Use video-con for Virtual Teams 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  

Informative Notes  

Team members must be in a position to communicate with each other in ways that 
approximate normal face-to-face interactions. This implies that voice-only telephone 
and email are insufficient for this purpose. Video telephones and/or webcam based 
audio-visual channels that deliver framerates that replicate natural movement and 
speech would be desirable. 

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

Team members in virtual and integrated environments must be able to communicate 
with each other in ways that approximate normal face-to-face interactions. This 
implies that voice-only telephone and email are insufficient for this purpose. Video 
telephones and/or web-cam based audio-visual channels that deliver frame-rates that 
replicate natural movement and speech would be desirable. 
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3.2.5 TEM.5 Team formation 

Process ID TEM.5 
Process Name: Team formation 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the team formation process is to constitute the 
team structure. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the team formation 
process: 
1) Team structure consistent with project requirements is 

established. 
2) Team charter consistent with requirements is established. 
3) Resources consistent with project requirements are 

allocated. 
Base Practices: TEM.5.BP1: Establish team structure consistent with 

requirements. The leader (or someone delegated) organises 
team members in ways that are appropriate for the project 
requirements. [Outcome 1] 

 TEM.5.BP2: Establish team charter consistent with 
requirements. The leader develops a team charter appropriate 
to the project requirements. [Outcome 2] 

 TEM.5.BP2: Allocate resources to the team. The leader 
allocates the resources necessary to meet the project 
requirements. This includes provision of necessary goods and 
services, and also the budgetary means by which teams can be 
brought together for project/stage launches and other team 
building exercises. [Outcome 3] 

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Team structure aligned w requirements 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Project requirements 
have been allocated, 
team structure verified, 
team members 
recruited, yet the team 
is not yet organised  

Leader (or delegate) organises team consistent with 
requirements 

  
  
Outcome 1: Team structure aligned w requirements 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 1: Team structure aligned w requirements 
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Inputs Outputs 
Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 2: Team charter aligned w requirements 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team is formed, no 
charter yet 

Leader devises or adapts an existing team charter to reflect the 
vision and values of the team 

  
  
Outcome 2: Team charter aligned w requirements 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Team charter aligned w requirements 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 3: Necessary resources allocated 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team is formed, 
resources not yet 
allocated 

Leader (or delegate) makes arrangements for the necessary 
resources (goods and services excluding physical 
infrastructure) 

  
  
Outcome 3: Necessary resources allocated 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 
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Inputs Outputs 
  
  
Outcome 3: Necessary resources allocated 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  

Informative Notes 

With more teams that are more complex, the leader might delegate to the sponsors 
the task of appointing team leaders and team members and establishing the team 
charter for each integrated team based on the allocation of requirements. It also 
involves providing the resources required to accomplish the tasks assigned to the 
team. 

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

In virtual and integrated environments team members must be well-organised for the 
task at hand, understand clearly what is expected of them, and have the means to 
carry out their assigned tasks.  
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3.2.6 TEM.6 Team roles 

Process ID TEM.6 
Process Name: Team roles 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the team roles process is to define member 
roles. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the team roles 
process: 
1) Team member roles are understood. 
2) Contingency plans for team member absences are 

developed. 
3) Singular roles per member in synchronous virtual 

environments are defined (Virtual teams only) 
4) Singular and/or multiple roles per member in asynchronous 

virtual environments are defined (Virtual & integrated 
teams). 

Base Practices: TEM.6.BP1: Make team roles understood. The leader ensures 
everyone clearly understands their roles, particularly those 
performing multiple roles. Roles are consistent with team 
structure. [Outcome 1] 

 TEM.6.BP2: Develop contingency plan. The leader develops 
contingency plans for when team members are unavailable for 
further work [Outcome 2]. 

 TEM.6.BP3: In virtual environments, synchronous virtual 
environments, singular roles are allocated to team 
members (where possible). The leader defines clear, stable 
and singular team membership roles where tasks are performed 
synchronously in virtual environments [Outcome 3] 

 TEM.6.BP4: In virtual and integrated environments, 
asynchronous virtual environments, singular and/or 
multiple roles may be allocated. The leader has the discretion 
to define singular and/or multiple roles per member when project 
operates in asynchronous environments (singular is desirable, 
but multiple may be unavoidable) [Outcome 4]. 

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Team roles are understood 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
  
Team is formed and 
resourced, individual 
roles not yet understood 
by members  

Leader briefs each team member as to their specific role(s)  

  
Outcome 1: Team roles are understood 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 
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 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Team roles are understood 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 2: Contingency for member absence 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
No contingency plan  Leader devises contingency plans in the event of resources 

being unexpectedly unavailable 
  
  
Outcome 2: Contingency for member absence 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Contingency for member absence 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 3: Singular roles in synchronous VTs 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Virtual team members 
roles 

Leader defines, where possible, clear, stable and singular team 
membership roles where tasks are performed synchronously in 
virtual environments 

  
  
Outcome 3: Singular roles in synchronous VTs 
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Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

  

Inputs Outputs 
 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 

under configuration management) 
 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 

performed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 3: Singular roles in synchronous VTs 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 4: Singular or multiple in async VTs & ITs 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Complex virtual teams  Leader defines, where possible, singular and/or multiple roles in 

asynchronous environments (singular is desirable, but multiple 
may be unavoidable) 

  
  
Outcome 4: Singular or multiple in async VTs & ITs 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 4: Singular or multiple in async VTs & ITs 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
  

Informative Notes 

Clearly defined team roles avoid role confusion and wasted effort. The effort 
expended by the leader on making sure everyone understands their role(s) should 
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rise where members are performing multiple roles and the potential for confusion is 
high.  

Contingency planning for the absence of key resources is recommended, with 
evidence to suggest such planning affords a high ROI for the leader.  

Virtual Team Environments 

While virtual team members may on occasion perform multiple roles, it becomes 
increasingly important that roles are clearly defined when the task complexity 
increases, and the work is done synchronously. Rigid role definition becomes less 
important when the tasks are simpler, particularly when the tasks can be performed 
asynchronously.  

When team members hold multiple roles within and across different teams, the 
leaders performance management job becomes more difficult in the sense that role 
ambiguity and role conflict are likely to occur. The leader must make clear for each 
member exactly what their role is, in other words what the leader’s expectations are 
in terms of commitment of time and effort. 
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3.2.7 TEM.7 Team rules 

Process ID TEM.7 
Process Name: Team rules 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the team rules process is to establish rules for 
optimal teams conduct in support of objectives.  

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the team rules 
process: 
1) Criteria for optimal team performance in support of 

objectives are established. 
2) Empowered operating conduct for optimal team 

performance in support of objectives is established. 
Base Practices: TEM.7.BP1: Establish performance criteria. The leader sets 

the standard of expected performance so team leaders and 
members are clear about the standard to which they must work 
[Outcome 1]. 

 TEM.7.BP2: Establish empowered operating conduct. The 
leader facilitates optimal team performance in pursuit of the 
project objectives establishing empowered team member 
operating conduct. [Outcome 2].  

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Optimal performance criteria 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team is formed, roles 
known, criteria for 
optimal team 
performance not yet 
known  

Leader briefs team members as to the expected performance 
standards  

  
  
Outcome 1: Optimal performance criteria 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 1: Optimal performance criteria  

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
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Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 2: Empowered conduct 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Optimal performance 
criteria known, 
conditions conducive to 
achieving optimal 
performance not yet 
established  

Leader creates an environment in which team members are 
empowered to perform at the expected optimal level 

 Team members have the individual authority to make decisions 
that facilitate optimal performance for themselves 

  
  
Outcome 2: Empowered conduct 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Empowered conduct 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  

Informative Notes 

Clearly understood team rules are needed that derive from the team charter give 
team members a degree of confidence that their activities at any given time are 
within the prescribed guidelines. This is not to say the rules must never broke. If 
there is sufficient justifiable cause, team rules can and should be amended to take 
account of a practical reality that might be different from that which existed when the 
rules were devised.  

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

In virtual and integrated teams, operating rules and guidelines define and control how 
teams interact to accomplish objectives. These rules and guidelines also promote the 
effective leveraging of the teams’ efforts, high performance, and productivity. 
Integrated team members must understand the standards for work and participate 
according to those standards. 
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3.2.8 TEM.8 Team authority 

Process ID TEM.8 
Process Name: Team authority 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the team authority process is to create efficiently 
functioning teams by establishing mechanisms that allows team 
leaders and members to recognise clear channels of 
responsibility. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the team authority 
process: 
1) Clear channels of responsibility are established. 
2) Responsibilities are understood. 
3) Team authority and decision-making mechanisms are 

understood. 
Base Practices: TEM.8.BP1: Establish clear channels of responsibility. The 

leader creates clear and unambiguous channels of authority and 
responsibility within the team hierarchy. This is particularly 
important with integrated teams where a complex team structure 
exists [Outcome 1] 

 TEM.8.BP2: Ensure responsibilities are understood. The 
leader communicates these channels of authority and 
responsibility to all team-leaders and members. Again, this is 
particularly important with integrated teams where a complex 
team structure exists [Outcome 2]. 

 TEM.8.BP3: Ensure team authority and decision-making 
mechanisms are understood. The leader communicates the 
mechanics of team authority and decision-making works, and 
how they apply to all team-leaders and members. Everyone 
should understand how and why decisions are made. [Outcome 
3]. 

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Channels of responsibility established 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team rules are 
established, clear 
channels of 
responsibility not yet 
established  

Leader communicates unambiguous channels of responsibility 
to team members  

  
  
Outcome 1: Channels of responsibility established 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 
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Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Channels of responsibility established 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 2: Responsibilities are understood 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Channels of 
responsibility 
established, not yet 
clearly understood 

Leader ensures team responsibilities are understood by all 

  
  
Outcome 2: Responsibilities are understood 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Responsibilities are understood 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 3: Authority structure understood 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Responsibilities 
understood by team, 
decision-making 
mechanisms not yet 
clearly understood 

Leader ensures all team members understand how and why 
decisions are made  

  
  
Outcome 3: Authority structure understood 
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Inputs Outputs 
Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 3: Authority structure understood 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  

Informative Notes 

Teaming introduces challenges to leadership because of the cultural changes 
required when people and integrated teams are empowered and decisions are driven 
to the lowest level appropriate. Effective and efficient communication mechanisms 
are critical to timely and sound decision making in the integrated work environment. 
Once an integrated team project structure is established and training is provided, 
mechanisms to handle empowerment, decision making, and issue resolution also 
need to be provided. 

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

In virtual environments with flat management structures (no middle management) the 
matter of team authority will be relatively straightforward. A virtual team member 
reports to the manager, and understands that the other team members are peers. 
With virtual teams that do have middle management, the nature and scope of the 
roles of these middle managers or team leaders must be well-understood by all.  
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3.2.9 TEM.9 Team performance management 

Process ID TEM.9 
Process Name: Team performance management 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the team performance management process is 
to manage team performance through the development of 
empowered performance-management functions that allow 
team members to manage themselves. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the vision process: 
1) Self-managing performance functions are developed. 
2) High-capability self-managing performance functions for 

complex asynchronous tasks are developed. 
3) Anticipatory self-management functions for proactive 

adaptation to change are developed. 
4) Higher-capability self-managing performance functions 

across complex team boundaries are developed. (Virtual & 
integrated teams) 

Base Practices: TEM.9.BP1: Develop self-managing performance functions. 
The leader develops explicit performance management 
functions early in the project lifecycle that allow team members 
to self-manage their performance. [Outcome 1] 

 TEM.9.BP2: Develop high-capability self-managing 
performance functions where complex asynchronous tasks 
are performed. The leader develops higher-order performance 
self-management functions where it is necessary to perform 
complex tasks asynchronously. This condition represents a 
situation of heightened need for effective self-management of 
performance by team members [Outcome 2] 

 TEM.9.BP3: Develop anticipatory self-management 
functions. The leader develops performance management 
functions that anticipate change, and proactively adapts the self-
managing team-member to changing environmental conditions 
[Outcome 3]. 

 TEM.9.BP4: In virtual environments, develop higher-
capability self-managing performance functions where 
complex team boundaries exist. The leader develops higher-
order performance self-management functions where it is 
necessary to perform tasks in virtual environments with complex 
team boundaries. This condition represents a situation of 
heightened need for effective self-management [Outcome 4].  

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Self-managed performance 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team rules and 
authority established, 
self-managing 
performance 
management functions 
not yet established  

Self-managing performance functions are adopted by team 
members 
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Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Self-managed performance 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 1: Self-managed performance 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 2: Hi-performance self-managed for async 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Complex tasks being 
performed 
asynchronously 

Higher capability self-managing performance functions are 
adopted by team members 

  
  
Outcome 2: Hi-performance self-managed for async 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Hi-performance self-managed for async 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 3: Anticipatory self-management 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 
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Inputs Outputs 
Self-managing 
performance functions in 
place, but not 
proactively adaptable to 
foreseeable change  

Self-management functions are adaptable to foreseeable 
changes 

  
  
Outcome 3: Anticipatory self-management 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 3: Anticipatory self-management 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
  
Outcome 4: Complex boundaries managed 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
In virtual environments 
with complex 
boundaries, self-
managing performance 
functions in place, but 
not of a higher level of 
capability 

Higher-order self-management functions in complex virtual 
environments where boundary confusion is a risk 

  
  
Outcome 4: Complex boundaries managed 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 4: Complex boundaries managed 
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Inputs Outputs 
Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  

Informative Notes 

Where temporal distribution degrades the quality of the information that a leader 
normally uses to carry out performance management, compensatory measures 
should be established that (a) allow team members to effectively manage their own 
performance, and (b) have an anticipatory element that helps team members to avoid 
potential problems and adapt to changing environmental conditions.  

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

In virtual environments where temporal distribution degrades the quality of the 
information that a leader normally uses to carry out performance management, 
compensatory measures should be established that allow team members to 
effectively manage their own performance, particularly where virtual teams cross 
multiple boundaries (in terms of culture, organization and specific job functions) it is 
important for leaders to carefully assess the nature of these boundaries and to 
determine how best to tailor performance management for individual team members 
given the nature of the differences. 
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3.2.10 TEM.10 Team development 

Process ID TEM.10 
Process Name: Team development 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the team development process is to establish 
team development functions to promote productivity and 
coherence. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the team 
development process: 
1) Development practices for team coherence are established. 
2) Stable team membership is maintained. 

Base Practices: TEM.10.BP1: Establish development practices to promote 
coherence. The leader of both short-term and long-term 
projects establishes effective team development functions early 
in the project lifecycle. In the case of short-term projects, this 
facilitates the timely completion of the project. With long-term 
projects, this is the establishment of long-term working 
relationships and complex workflow arrangements. [Outcome 1] 

 TEM.10.BP2: Maintain stable team membership. The leader 
maintains stable team membership. A greater degree of team 
membership stability is desirable where complex tasks are 
performed in virtual environments [Outcome 2].  

  

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Team development for coherence 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Teams are highly 
functional, but 
coherence-enhancing 
team development 
functions not yet 
established  

Leader establishes team development functions designed to 
promote team coherence  

  
  
Outcome 1: Team development for coherence 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 1: Team development for coherence 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
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Inputs Outputs 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 2: Stable team membership 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Teams are highly 
functional, but stability 
of membership not yet 
established 

Leader maintains stable team membership 

  
  
Outcome 2: Stable team membership 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Stable team membership 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
  

Informative Notes 

It is important for both short and long-term projects that the critical team development 
functions are established as early as possible. For short-term, discrete lifecycle 
projects, there is usually only time to focus on the most critical of functions, for 
example effective working relationships.  

For long-term, continuous lifecycle projects, these functions are even more important 
in the sense that stable long-term working relationships are usually required, 
performing work of a complex nature that requires complex workflow arrangements. 
Such projects usually require reciprocal workflow arrangements in which integrated 
teams work collaboratively 

Team development activities that promote coherence are likely to be more important 
when the virtual team operates in real-time. Virtual team leaders are adept at 
identifying appropriate technology to facilitate the necessary degree of team 
coherence to achieve success. 
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Complex tasks require more stable team membership to enable the virtual team to 
achieve the projects objective(s). Less complex tasks may be more tolerant to 
dynamic team membership. 

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

In virtual environments with short duration projects, team development need only be 
minimal. Team members are chosen specifically for the skills they already possess 
and can use in the realisation of the vision. In longer-term virtual projects, involving 
people who are employed by the same parent organisation, team development in 
keeping with the parent’s existing staff development policies are a minimum, with 
additional development (such as training in the use of technology) being applied as 
might be indicated. 
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3.3 Organisational Process Group (ORG) 

3.3.1 ORG.1 Team boundaries 

Process ID ORG.1 
Process Name: Team boundaries 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the team boundaries process is to manage team 
boundaries. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the team boundaries 
process: 
1) Team boundaries are managed. 
2) Blended team culture is facilitated. 

Base Practices: ORG.1.BP1: Manage team boundaries. The leader ensures 
that boundaries concerning functional, organisational, and 
cultural matters are maintained in a stable and well-defined 
manner in pursuit of project objectives. The more complex the 
project, the more important that role boundary definition is stable 
and well-understood by all, thus minimising the potential for 
confusion [Outcome 1] 

 ORG.1.BP2: Facilitate blended team culture. The leader 
manages team boundaries where teams cross cultures by 
facilitating an adaptive blended culture based on mutual respect, 
trust and reciprocity. Said blended culture is an amalgamation of 
the source cultures, elements of which are adapted to make a 
culture that is functionally able to accomplish the project 
objectives, and realise the vision [Outcome 2].  

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Team boundaries managed 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team is fully functional 
internally, but 
boundaries with other 
organisational units not 
yet managed in ways 
that promote stability 
and high-performance  

Leader manages organisational boundaries by liaising with 
management of other organisational units 

  
  
Outcome 1: Team boundaries managed 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

Inputs Outputs 
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Outcome 1: Team boundaries managed 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 2: Blended team culture facilitated 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team boundaries cross 
cultures 

Leader engenders blended team culture that adaptively 
combines cultural elements from the constituent members  

  
  
Outcome 2: Blended team culture facilitated 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Blended team culture facilitated 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  

Informative Notes 

Managing team boundaries in a way that allows complex tasks to be performed by 
teams requires that the boundaries be in a condition that allows defined operating 
procedures and stable relationships to be maintained. This implies that the 
boundaries are less changeable over the course of the project lifecycle. Simpler 
tasks may be more tolerant to change where people move into and out of the team 
and where explicit operating procedures are less critical.  

Teams that span diverse functional, organizational and/or cultural boundaries will 
have poor cohesion unless the leader works to establish a common culture that is a 
blend of each member’s individual culture. From this basis of common culture, team 
cohesion can be established and cultivated in a way that develops mutual respect, 
trust and reciprocity (mutual obligation). 

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 
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In virtual and team environments the issue of team boundaries is critical. Poorly 
defined boundaries produce role confusion, wasted effort, poor morale and low 
productivity. Blended culture between culturally divers virtual team members needs 
careful attention, since the instinctive xenophobia of people generally tends to group 
culturally different people into the “them” category of potential enemy. Cultural and/or 
racial intolerance within virtual teams will have a devastating effect if not carefully 
managed.  
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3.3.2 ORG.2 Team collaboration 

Process ID ORG.2 
Process Name: Team collaboration 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the team collaboration process is to ensure 
effective collaboration among interfacing team elements. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the team 
collaboration process: 
1) Environment for collaboration is established. 
2) Environment for integrated and/or virtual team collaboration 

is established (Virtual and Integrated Teams) 
Base Practices: ORG.2.BP1: Establish environment for collaboration. The 

leader sets up an environment conducive to efficient 
collaboration. This will include morale-building activities, getting-
to-know-you exercises, sessions in which the project vision is 
presented and reinforced in order to build enthusiasm for the 
realisation of the vision. This may also include the provision of 
groupware designed to improve the collaborative capabilities of 
project teams [Outcome 1] 

 ORG.2.BP1: In virtual and/or integrated environments, 
establish environment for collaboration. The leader sets up 
the mechanisms by which the disparate elements of virtual 
and/or integrated teams can be made to function smoothly 
together (for example an Interface Control Group or Committee 
supported by hi-res ICT) [Outcome 2].  

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Collaborative environment established 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Team is fully functional 
internally, and 
boundaries with other 
organisational units are 
being managed, but 
optimum conditions for 
collaboration do not yet 
exist 

Leader establishes optimal organisational environment for 
collaboration with other organisational units 

  
  
Outcome 1: Collaborative environment established 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 
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Inputs Outputs 
Outcome 1: Collaborative environment established 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
Outcome 2: Collaborative environment for VT & IT 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
In virtual and/or 
integrated environments  

Leader establishes mechanisms to unify disparate team 
elements  

  
  
Outcome 2: Collaborative environment for VT & IT 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Collaborative environment for VT & IT 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
  
  

Informative Notes 

The success of any project depends on how effectively teams collaborate with one 
another to achieve project objectives.  

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

The success of virtual and/or integrated team-based projects is a function of how 
effectively and successfully the teams collaborate with one another to achieve project 
objectives. This collaboration may be accomplished using interface control working 
groups in the case of integrated teams. 
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3.3.3 ORG.3 Team & home organisation balance 

Process ID ORG.3 
Process Name: Team and home organisation balance 

Process Purpose: The purpose of the team and home organization process is to 
balance team and home organization responsibilities. 

Process Outcomes: As a result of successful implementation of the team and home 
organization process: 
1) Guidelines for balancing team and home organization 

responsibilities are established. 
2) Guidelines for balancing team and home organization 

responsibilities are maintained. 
Base Practices: ORG.3.BP1: Establish guidelines for team and home 

organisation balance. The leader provides guidelines that 
make clear how team-leaders and members can successfully 
balance their responsibilities to both team and home 
organisation [Outcome 1].  

 ORG.3.BP1: Maintain guidelines for team and home 
organisation balance. The leader maintains said guidelines as 
the organisational environment evolves. [Outcome 2].  

 

Work Products / Activities / Conditions 

Inputs Outputs 
  
Outcome 1: Balance project & org responsibilities 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Where team members 
have dual 
responsibilities to team 
and home organisation 
and guidelines for 
maintaining balance 
does not yet exist  

Leader establishes guidelines for team members to successfully 
maintain a balance between team and home organisation 
responsibilities 

  
  
Outcome 1: Balance project & org responsibilities 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 1: Balance project & org responsibilities 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 

Inputs Outputs 
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 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 
managed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Maintain balance 

Capability Level 1: 
Performed 

Process is performed with some degree of competence, but 
without systematic planning. 

  
Where project is longer 
term, guidelines are 
subject to change 

Leader maintains guidelines for team members to successfully 
maintain a balance between team and home organisation 
responsibilities 

  
  
Outcome 2: Maintain balance 

Capability Level 2: 
Managed 

Process is managed, monitored against plan, resources 
allocated, QA performed.  

 Work products are managed (i.e. standard template and placed 
under configuration management) 

 Any output done at CL1 that is being managed (not just 
performed) plus the following: 

  
  
Outcome 2: Maintain balance 

Capability Level 3: 
Defined 

Documented, customisable description of how to achieve the 
desired outcome. 

 Performance data is collected 
 Any output done at CL2 that has a defined process (not just 

managed) plus the following: 
  
  
  

Informative Notes 

A ‘home organization’ is the part of the organization to which team members are 
assigned when they are not on a specific project team. A home organization may be 
called a ‘functional organization,’ ‘home base,’ ‘home office,’ or ‘direct organization.’ 
Home organizations are often responsible for the career growth of their members 
(e.g., performance appraisals and training to maintain functional and discipline 
expertise). 

In a team environment, reporting procedures and rating systems assume that 
members’ responsibilities are focused on the project team, not on the home 
organization. However, the responsibility of team members to their home 
organizations is also important, specifically for process implementation and 
improvement. Workloads and responsibilities should be balanced between projects 
and functions, and between career growth and advancement. Organizational 
mechanisms should exist that support the home organization while aligning the 
workforce to meet business objectives in a teaming environment. 

Sometimes teams persist beyond their productive life in organizations that do not 
have a home organization for the team members to return to after the integrated the 
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team is dissolved. Therefore, there should be guidelines for disbanding the integrated 
teams and maintaining home organizations. 

Virtual and/or Integrated Teams 

In virtual environments with short duration projects this issue is unlikely to be 
problematic. In longer-term virtual projects, involving people who are employed by 
the same parent organisation, the guidelines for managing balance must be in 
keeping with the parent’s existing policies. Additional guidelines may be necessary if 
the parent’s policies have not caught up with the issue of virtual work.  
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4 Appendix 

4.1 Contact the author 

The author welcomes feedback from readers. If you have comments, particularly 
constructive comments about any aspect of this book, you can contact the author on 
tuffley@gmail.com.  

4.2 Some definitions of Leadership 

Social influence. The Oxford English Dictionary defines leadership as the ability to 
influence others within a given context. A leader motivates others to achieve a goal. 
This quotation from Eisenhower sums up the process: 

Leadership is the art of getting someone else to do something you want done 
because he wants to do it.  [1].  

Of the hundreds of quotes about leadership, this well-known quote from Eisenhower 
seems to exhibit best, though perhaps does not explain, the enduring enigma that is 
leadership. A manager may use authority to achieve compliance, but a leader finds a 
way to make the person want to do it. But how do we understand the distinction? 

No commonly accepted definition of leadership. While leadership has been observed 
and studied for countless generations, little consensus exists as to what true 
leadership is. Indeed, on-going controversy exists between psychologists, 
sociologists, historians, political scientists and management researchers on this point 
[2]. Despite all of this time and effort, a universally accepted definition of leadership is 
yet to be developed.  

Warren Bennis [3] observes that even after thousands of empirical studies on 
leadership over the past 75 years, no clear and unequivocal understanding has 
emerged as to how we can distinguish leaders from non-leaders. Clearly, the 
academic and practitioner thinking on this topic falls short of telling the whole story, 
hence the resorting to a baseline expert whose work has endured for 2,500 years as 
a good place to start our exploration of the true meaning of Leadership.  

Nature or nurture? The thinking on leadership is somewhat polarised into two 
opposing views. Conventional wisdom maintains that leadership is an innate ability 
that natural leaders are born with, and which cannot be learned. A different school of 
thought, typified by Peter Drucker [4] and Warren G. Bennis [5], maintains that 
leadership can indeed be learned; that in effect, leaders are made rather than born. 
This is an underlying assumption of this book, and a view supported by the 
philosopher Plato who maintained In The Republic that the art of ruling (leadership) 
can be based on scientific principles and can therefore be learned [6].  The leader 
(ruler) uses the dialectic method to rationally analyse situations to determine 
appropriate courses of action informed by wisdom and understanding.  

Leadership studies have been performed across the centuries in a wide variety of 
cultural contexts. Considering this sustained interest, it is reasonable to conclude that 
leadership is a fundamental aspect of the human species. It might be more accurate 
to say that there is an almost universal tendency for people to cooperate in groups in 
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order to achieve outcomes that would be difficult or impossible for individuals to 
achieve alone, and for their efforts to be coordinated by a leader. Highly effective 
team-work and leadership might arguably be cited as a defining characteristic of the 
human species. 

Virtual leadership in today’s world. In the world of technology development, the 
business of managing complex projects across a variety of disciplines and 
geographical locations has never been more difficult, given the rising complexity of a 
global economic environment and the multi-national corporate entities that now 
inhabit this new world. There would appear to be a clear need to find improved ways 
of managing this often difficult process now and into the future. 

4.3 Is it possible to describe Leadership as a process? 

This section is only for people who wish to be persuaded that it is possible to 
describe Leadership as a process. It can safely be skipped by others.  

A basic assumption of this book is that the factors and behaviours supporting 
effective leadership can be described in a process model. 

There would be those who disagree with this proposition. Here, in summary, is why it 
is possible. The argument deals specifically with the Software Engineering domain, 
though given the generic nature of the argument there is no good reason to suppose 
that the principles involved are not able to be generalised across a wide range of 
domains.  

In the business domain, Repenning and Sterman [7] notice a broad movement 
among ‘managers, consultants and scholars’ to recognize the value of understanding 
an organization’s activities in terms of processes rather than functions. This tends to 
confirm the effectiveness of defined processes to solve the various challenges facing 
organizations.  

Given this recognition of the usefulness of process, there is no observable reason [7] 
to suggest that process modelling could not be applied to leadership. Certainly, Total 
Quality Management (TQM) emphasises the importance of leadership (along with 
human resource issues and strategic planning) to achieving success with TQM.  

Humphrey [8] demonstrated the importance of leadership in the software 
development domain, including the importance of having managers learn leadership 
skills in his book Winning with Software Humphrey notes that as Director of 
programming with IBM he supervised 4,000 software professionals across many 
locations. His first step in transforming this extended team from one which had never 
delivered anything on time to one that did not miss a single commitment was to send 
1,000 managers on a one week training course to establish effective practices [8]. 

A commitment to defined process in the software development domain, as typified by 
Humphrey [8] is reflected more broadly by W. Edwards Deming who is famously 
quoted as saying ‘If you can't describe what you are doing as a process, you don't 
know what you're doing.’ [9]. 

The Model-based Process Improvement (MBPI) research effort in Software 
Engineering has generated a wide variety of process models over the past several 
decades [10]. This represents an elaboration on the commitment to defining 
processes discussed by Humphrey [8]. One weakness of process modelling is that 
as an abstract representation of reality, and not reality itself, they run the perpetual 
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risk of being less than completely accurate. Inherent flaws notwithstanding, they are 
arguably still worth developing and using, as drily observed in this well-known quote 
attributed to George Box that all models are wrong, some are useful [11].  

Therefore if we accept the assertion that leadership can be learned rather than only 
be had through inheritance, then it is logical to assert  that it can be described as a 
process, as suggested by Deming [9]. If leadership is describable as a process, it 
should then be possible to formulate these leadership processes into a Process 
Reference Model (that in the Software Engineering world must conform to the 
requirements of ISO/IEC 24774:2007 [12] and ISO/IEC 15504-2:2003 [13].) 

Factors facilitating software development. There are many factors influencing 
software development, one of which is the existence of effective teams; another is 
the existence of defined processes to support the activities of the development team. 
The confluence of these two factors leads to the possibility of a process reference 
model for leadership comprising generic and specific leadership skills. 

The logic is as follows: 

• Teams need leaders. Software in the modern context is developed by teams 
rather than individuals, particularly true in relation to complex systems [14]. 
Yet effective teams do not normally occur by accident; it is the actions of an 
effective leader that results in an effective team [4]. While not all activities 
performed by the team are done by the leader, it is ultimately the leader’s 
responsibility to see to it that all of these activities are performed. Hence the 
leader is pivotal to project success [5]. 

• Projects need defined processes. Software development is also facilitated 
by defined process (Humphrey, 2002). Without clearly defined and 
understood processes, a development team cannot hope to bring about a 
successful project outcome (i.e. one that is on-time, within budget and with a 
minimum of defects) [8]. 

There is literature in the model-based process improvement discipline that details 
how to describe a process (Rout, 2003; Van Loon, 2004, ISO/IEC 15504-2:2003). 
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